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Utility Works to Increase Electric Reliability

This fall, Pendleton’s electric utility signed a contract with Plant Growth 
Management Systems, a company that assists municipalities with foliage clearance 
around power lines, to help the utility with local vegetation management. Town and 
utility officials have been working to recruit a contractor to conduct tree trimming 
and line clearance in town since January of 2020, and they’re relieved to now have 
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a formal agreement with the company 
in place. The contractor will begin 
mechanical clearing work later this 
month to get the local electric system in 
good condition. 
 These efforts to effectively 
manage Pendleton’s vegetation will 
benefit the community for years to 
come. If left unmanaged, tree limbs that 
touch power lines can drain electricity 
off the electrical system, resulting in 
voltage loss. Low voltage can damage 
motor-driven appliances such as 
refrigerators, washing machines, and 
sensitive electronics like computers. 
Even worse, tree limbs touching power 
lines put constant stress on live wires 
and potentially create a fire hazard if the 
branches catch fire and fall to the ground. 
Even if limbs aren’t directly touching 
utility lines, but are close by, they could 
easily be knocked into a line during 
a storm, risking a power outage. The 
contractor’s ability to maintain healthy -continued on page 8

Electric Reliability trees that are trimmed away from power 
lines will help Pendleton’s utility ensure 
the high-quality electric service that 
they’ve provided for over 100 years.
 Previously, Pendleton’s utility 
lineworkers committed their time to 
trimming trees and clearing power 
lines in town. However, in the past 
few years, the local workload has 
drastically increased with expansion and 
infrastructure improvement projects. 
Dedicating the appropriate time to 
vegetation management while also 
completing utility projects on time has 
proven to be difficult, if not impossible, 
for the utility workers recently. Now, 
utility personnel are glad to have a 
company that will regularly maintain the 
town’s system in coordination with local 
staff.
 “We put a lot of time and effort 
into getting an agreement with a 
contractor over the summer,” said 
Craig Switzer, Pendleton’s Electric 
Supervisor and Indiana Municipal Power 
Agency Commissioner. “Plant Growth 

You Can Help with Reliability Too!
Pendleton residents can also contribute to safe and reliable electricity in the community by 
strategically planting vegetation away from utility poles. When you begin your next landscaping 
project, keep in mind the best practices for planting trees and plants safely. Each species of 
tree has an ideal location on a property based on its eventual size. Large trees, such as Maple, 
Oak, Spruce, and Pine trees, can easily surpass 50 feet in height at full maturation. These wide-
reaching trees can block cold winter winds and provide shade to homes, reducing utility costs 
if strategically planted. However, if these trees are planted near power lines, their growth can 
easily become dangerous as they approach and eventually touch the utility lines. Tree contact 
with power lines is a major cause of power outages and sometimes wildfires in the United States. 
Therefore, when planting trees, be sure to keep large species far from utility lines.

-continued on page 5



around utility lines, residents should avoid planting these within 20 feet of a power 
line to ensure safety. Pendleton’s electric utility truly appreciates the cooperation of 
the town’s residents in planting vegetation to continue providing high quality electric 
service.
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Tidbits & Trivia Watt’s the Word?
Investigating power terminology

“energy, n.” OED Online, Oxford University Press, 
September 2020, www.oed.com/view/Entry/62088.

Energy

noun
The capacity to do work. In physics, 
it exists in potential, kinetic, thermal, 
electrical, and various other forms.

The origins of the English word 
“energy” come from the Ancient 
Greek term energeia, meaning 
“activity/operation.” The term was 
used by Aristotle in 4th century BCE 
to convey a force of expression in 
rhetoric. It wasn’t until the 1800s that 
the word became associated with 
electricity, with engineer William 
Thomson claiming in 1867, “Electricity 
is a form of energy.” In physics, energy 
is measured in various units, such as 
joules, watts, calories, and more!

The Indiana Municipal Power  Agency (IMPA) is a not-for-
profit organization that provides an economic, reliable, and 
environmentally responsible power supply to its members. 

IMPA provides this wholesale power to 61 communities 
in Indiana and Ohio. IMPA member utilities purchase 

their power through IMPA and deliver that power to the 
residents and companies within your community. 

Send your answer 
to newsletter@impa.com, 

along with your name, 
e-mail address, and address 

for a chance to win an 
energy efficiency prize pack! 

We will randomly select 
the winner from a pool of 

correct entries.

Question: In what year 
was the Indiana Municipal 
Power Agency 
founded? 

If you would like 
assistance with 
your answer, visit 
our website at 
impa.com and 
explore our pages 
for information 
that could help you 
formulate a good guess!

 Some small 
species of trees, such 
as Redbud, Dogwood, 
and Crabapple, 
generally do not 
exceed 25 ft in height. 
While these trees 
are safer to plant 
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Management Systems will be able to put a lot more time and resources into vegetation 
management than we’ve been able to do for a while. The town’s electric system needs 
to be whipped back into shape when it comes to tree trimming, and once it’s whipped 
into shape, we need to be able to keep it there. We’re looking forward to working with 
this company to get the town on some sort of rotation where each section of town gets 
maintained on a regular basis.” 
 With the help of the contractor, Pendleton’s lineworkers will be able to dedicate 
more time to projects of primary importance while knowing that the electric system 
is well-regulated. Keeping the lights on in Pendleton homes and businesses is the 
number one priority for the town’s power utility, and the recent agreement will 
improve electric service reliability through these proactive measures. Through 
the utility’s efforts, the community can continue to enjoy a low-cost, reliable, and 
environmentally-responsible power supply. 
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